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Introduction

To the tutor, parents, teachers, or caregivers

Year 3 Start Right Science Workbook has been written for, and trialled by, Year 3 
students (7 year olds). This book aims to stimulate an interest in the world around 
us and an understanding of the essential concepts of science.

Each Unit introduces and explains a scientific idea. This explanation is followed by 
experiments, diagrams, questions and puzzles that reinforce the idea. Extensive 
use is made of New Zealand examples to illustrate concepts. Experiments and tests 
are designed so that students can do them at home or in school using everyday 
materials. Where adult supervision is required, this is clearly indicated. The Units 
are written so that most children can work through them independently. (The ability 
of students varies, so some guidance may be needed.) Group activities are also 
included.

Answers are provided at the back of the book. 

Group activities

At the end of each Unit is a group activity which is written for small groups or 
classes. These activities could easily be adapted for a student to do alone.
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Science in The New Zealand Curriculum : Level Two

The New Zealand Curriculum Science is structured around five strands.

The Nature of Science strand is the overarching, unifying strand and through it, 
students learn what science is and how scientists work. The contexts in which 
scientific knowledge has developed and continues to develop constitute the 
remaining four Science strands.

Living World – this •	 strand is about living things and how they interact with 
each other and the environment and is made up of the achievement aims ‘Life 
processes’, ‘Ecology’, and ‘Evolution’.

Planet Earth and Beyond – this strand is •	 about the interconnecting systems and 
processes of the Earth, the other parts of the solar system, and the universe 
beyond and is made up of the achievement aims ‘Earth systems’, ‘Interacting 
systems’, and ‘Astronomical systems’.

Physical World – this strand •	 provides explanations for a wide range of physical 
phenomena and is made up of the achievement aim ‘Physical inquiry and 
physics concepts’.

Material World – this strand •	 involves the study of matter and the changes it 
undergoes and is made up of the achievement aims ‘Properties and changes of 
matter’ and ‘Chemistry and society’.

Year 3 Start Right Science Workbook is structured around the four Science 
context strands. The Nature of Science strand is interwoven within the four 
context strands.

Derived from the achievement aims are ‘Achievement Objectives’.

Two examples of the relationship between the strands, achievement aims and 
achievement objectives follow.

The ‘Nature of Science’ strand has the achievement aim ‘Understanding •	
about Science’ which has the Level Two Achievement Objective: ‘Appreciate 
that scientists ask questions about our world that lead to investigations and 
that open-mindedness is important because there may be more than one 
explanation.’

The ‘Living World’ strand has the achievement aim ‘Life processes’ which has •	
the Level Two Achievement Objective: ‘Recognise that all living things have 
certain requirements so they can stay alive.’SAMPLE 
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Living world Life processes

AO: Recognise that all living things have certain requirements so 
they can stay alive.

Unit 5 Trees

Parts of a tree

Trees are the tallest plants in the world. 
To stay alive they need to have a secure 
place to grow, to make food, and to 
produce young trees. Because trees are 
so large, they need a strong woody trunk to hold themselves up. Trees 
also have underground roots to give support and anchor them in the 
ground. Garden plants like vegetables only live for a short time, but trees 
can live for many years. The oldest tree is 5 000 years old!

The leaves of trees are where the tree makes its food. Some trees lose 
their leaves in winter – they are called deciduous. Trees that stay green 
all year are called evergreen. Trees make fruit which carry seeds. Some 
fruit we can eat, but others we can’t – such as pine cones.

The bark of a tree protects the growing wood inside. Bark is really dead 
wood, so it doesn’t grow.

Complete the labels on this diagram:

Tree parts

Fruits to carry

Bark to

Trunk to
Roots to

Leaves to make
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Unit 6 The human body

AO: Recognise that all living things have certain requirements so 
they can stay alive.

Unit 6 The human body

Many parts – one body
Inside your body are many parts, called the organs. Each organ has a 
special job, and they all work together to keep you alive. Imagine the 
human body working like a whole country. The brain is the government 
– it controls what happens in the body. The nerves are the internet – 
they flash messages around the body, at high speed.

The stomach (and intestines) are like a factory – food is turned into fuel 
for the body. The heart and blood vessels are like roads – they move 
fuel around the body. The liver and kidneys are the rubbish collectors 
– they remove waste from the body. The lungs are like the forests in a 
country – they help us breathe.

Organ puzzle
Name these organs. The jobs they do will give you a clue:

2. 
(For breathing)

1. 
(Thinking)

5. 
(Removes wastes)

3. 
(Pumps blood)

4. 
(Breaks down food) SAMPLE 
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AO: Share ideas and observations about the Sun and the Moon 
and their physical effects on the heat and light available to Earth.

Planet earth and beyond

Astronomical systems

Unit 1 The solar system

The Sun’s family
We live on a planet called the Earth,  
which is made mostly of rock. Earth is a 
small planet moving through space. When 
you look into the night sky, you see tiny 
stars twinkling in the blackness. The blackness  
is called space because there is mostly nothing there – not even any air.

Stars are not tiny at all. They are really huge balls of burning gases. They 
just look small because they are so far away. But there’s one star that is 
close to Earth. It is called the Sun, and it’s so big that a million Earths 
could fit inside it. Planet Earth circles around the Sun.

Our Sun has a family of eight planets that travel around it. This is called 
the solar system. Mercury is closest to the Sun and it is the smallest 
planet. Next come Venus, Earth and then Mars. The largest planet, 
Jupiter, is next, then the ringed planet Saturn. The outer planets are 
Uranus and Neptune, and the dwarf planet Pluto. Most planets have 
rocky moons circling them.

Space crossword
Answer the questions to find the planet that is closest to Earth. The 
name reads downwards in the coloured squares.

Most planets have these  1. 
going around them. 1

2

3

4

Huge balls of burning gas.2. 

The planet with rings around it.3. 

The name of our star.4. 
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Unit 4 Landforms

AO: Explore and describe natural 
features and resources.

Shaping the Earth
Label this diagram using the words highlighted on the previous page.

1.

4.

5. 6.

3.

2.

Make a mountain
Make a mountain shape out of sand. Make rain by gently sprinkling the 
mountain with a garden hose. The mountain will slowly change shape.

New Zealand landforms
New Zealand has many different shapes in the land. There are steep-
sided mountains, volcanoes and rolling hills. There are very flat areas 
called plains, and many rivers. The coastline sometimes juts out into the 
sea – this is a peninsula. There are many small islands around the coast.
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Planet Earth and beyond Earth systems

Unit 5 Islands

What is an island?
An island is an area 
of land that has water 
all around it. An island 
can be very small, 
such as Somes Island 
in Wellington Harbour, 
which has an area of 
less than 30 hectares. 
Sometimes, an island is a whole country, such as Sri Lanka.

•	 Continental islands are islands that were once part of the mainland 
(continent). The land has slowly been cut off from the continent. 
New Zealand broke away from Australia millions of years ago. 
Greenland is the biggest continental island on the planet.

•	 Oceanic islands are often far from the mainland, in the deep ocean. 
Many islands in the Pacific Ocean started off as a volcano that 
erupted out of the sea. The volcano is worn down by waves and 
weather, leaving behind an island.

True or false?
Circle the correct answer:

An island is always a whole country.  True / False1. 

Greenland is surrounded by the sea.  True / False2. 

Oceanic islands can start as volcanoes.  True / False3. 

New Zealand is made up of islands.  True / False4. 

On a map,  
Australia looks like an  

island – but it is so huge, it’s 
called a continent.

AO: Explore and describe natural 
features and resources.
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AO: Explore everyday examples of physical phenomena

Physical world

Physical inquiry and physics concepts

Unit 1 Sound

What makes sound?
Sounds can be loud or soft, 
high or low, musical or noisy. 
All sounds are made by 
movement. When you talk, 
the vocal cords in your throat 
are moving. When you bang a 
drum, the skin of the drum moves. This movement is called vibration.

Vibrations make sounds that travel through the air, like waves in the 
ocean. You can’t see these sound waves, but when they reach your 
ears, you can hear them. Some sounds are too high for humans to hear, 
but dogs can hear them.

Sound waves can travel a long way through the air. Sound can also travel 
through solid objects (such as walls), and underwater. The only place 
sound can’t travel is in outer space, because there’s no air there.

Experiments: Balloon vibrations
Blow up a balloon and pinch 
the opening between your 
fingers. Let a little air out while 
you stretch the opening of the 
balloon.

Can you see the rubber opening 
vibrating?

What happens to the sound as you stretch the opening wider?
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Physical world Physical inquiry and physics concepts

Shadows
Light can go through water and glass. But when light can’t go through 
an object, there is a shadow. The shadow is on the side away from the 
light source.

Draw the shadow on the correct side for this person:1. 

Use a desk lamp and a toy to make a shadow on the wall.2. 

How could you make the toy’s shadow get bigger?

Try to make it bigger. The toy is blocking out more  
light as it gets closer to the lamp.

Thousands of  
years ago, people used shadows  

to tell the time. A sundial’s shadow 
moves as the Sun moves across 

the sky.

Group Activity
Children work in pairs with mirrors. Each pair designs a reflection 
demonstration or experiment – it may involve light sources, drawing, 
objects, puzzles or different reflective surfaces. Pairs demonstrate to the 
class.

AO: Explore everyday examples of physical phenomena
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Unit 4 Floating and sinking

Unit 4 Floating and sinking

Why do things float?
Some objects float on water, others sink. An object will float if it is 
lighter than the water under it. A pencil will float because it’s lighter than 
the water under it. The water is also pushing up on the pencil to keep it 
afloat. You can feel the water supporting you when you float in a pool.

Sinking is a lot like falling. Every object is pulled down by a force called 
gravity, even in the water. Gravity pulls things down, but water pushes 
them up as well.

Test: Will it float?
Drop these objects into a large plastic bucket filled with water. Colour 
the box green if the object floats, and red if it sinks to the bottom.

Object Floats Sinks What’s the same 
about the objects 
that float?

 

 

Plastic lid

Tennis ball

Golf ball

Metal fork

Apple

Plastic spoon

Coin

Postcard

AO: Seek and describe simple patterns in physical phenomena.
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Physical world Physical inquiry and physics concepts

Everyday science – moving jobs

For many thousands of years, people have made machines to help move 
things.

Match the moving machine with its job:

Truck 1. A. Moves soil

Escalator 2. B. Moves small loads

Wheelbarrow 3. C. Moves people in buildings

Spade 4. D. Moves food

Aeroplane 5. E. Moves people through air

Spoon 6. F. Moves large loads

Write your answers in the boxes:

1 2 3 4 5 6

Group Activity
Groups of four children make living machines using body actions or 
mime. Parts of their machine must include these movements – push, 
pull, turn, lift, drop, open, join.

AO: Explore everyday examples of physical phenomena.
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Unit 7 Magnets

AO: Seek and describe simple patterns in physical phenomena.

Testing magnets

1. Attracting objects
Test some different objects to see if they stick to a magnet. (Use small 
objects or they might be too heavy for the magnet.)

Colour the box green if the object is attracted (magnetic) and red if it is 
not attracted (non-magnetic).

Objects Attracted Not attracted

Plastic spoon

Sea shell

Metal spoon

Scissors

Candle wax

Marble

Steel nail

Tin lid

Pencil

Drawing pin

Cooking foil

What kind of material is attracted to magnets?
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Material world  Chemistry and society

AO: Find out about the uses of common materials 
and relate these to their observed properties.

Chemistry and society

Unit 4 Soap chemistry

The power of soap
Soap and detergent are very useful 
substances. They keep our bodies clean 
and healthy and help us deal with dirt 
around the house. In the old days, soap 
was made from fat and ashes! People 
mixed meat fat with lye (a chemical made 
from wood ashes). These days, soap is made from other chemicals.

How do soap and detergent work? Everything is made of tiny particles, 
called molecules. Soap and detergent molecules are able to stick to 
water molecules, as well as to oil and dirt molecules. When you wash a 
greasy plate, soap or detergent molecules stick to the grease molecules 
and ‘lift’ them off the plate. When soap or detergent sticks to water 
molecules, it can make a thin skin that we call a bubble.

Soapy word find
The words highlighted above are hidden in the word-find bubble:

S M M B C

L G S O A P D E

G R H L F A T N O

D E T E R G E N T

A D A C C B U E T S

Z O S B U B B L E O

Y E B L F O F X P

Q G P E J A L K T

R R S O M T O

T S O N P
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Answers Planet Earth and beyond

Digestion timeline
1. 11.00 am 2. 4.00 pm 3. 8.00 am

Unit 7 Animal habitats (page 18)

Where do they live?
Tuna → Ocean Buffalo → Grasslands Polar bear → North Pole

Pukeko → Wetlands Orang-utan → Forest

New Zealand sea and coast animals
Animals are likely to be found in this order (beach to deep water):

Stilt, Penguin, Mackerel, Dolphin, Whale.

What’s the difference?
1. Sea lion. 2. Seal.

Unit 8 The rocky shore (page 21)

True or false?
1. True 2. True 3. False 4. True

5. False

Crabs
1. Nippers 2. Eye 3. Legs 4. Shell

People and science
Commonly eaten: Paua, Mussel, Seaweed, Kina.

Planet earth and beyond

Unit 1 The solar system (page 24)

Space crossword
1. Moons 2. Stars 3. Saturn 4. Sun

Name of planet that is closes to Earth is Mars

Star numbers
1. 500 2. 1½ 3. 2 4. 24
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Answers Planet Earth and beyond

Oxygen A gas in the atmosphere vital for breathing; made by plants.

Mining Removing material such as minerals from the ground.

Pollution Adding harmful chemicals and rubbish to the environment.

Research

Central North Island

Forests

Mouth of the 
Waikato River 

Ironsand

Taranaki

Oil and gas

West Coast

Gold

South land

Coal

Otago

Gold

Unit 8 Caring for the planet (page 48)

Earth in danger
Trees cut down; No new trees planted; Truck polluting the air; Chemical containers 
dumped; Glass and rubbish dumped; Homeless animal; Factory polluting the river 
and the air.

What you can do
1. Re-use 2. Rubbish 3. Trees 
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